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We propose an intuitive framework for studying the problem of initial conditions in slow-roll inﬂation. 
In particular, we consider a universe at high, but sub-Planckian energy density and analyze the 
circumstances under which it is plausible for it to become dominated by inﬂated patches at late times, 
without appealing to the idea of self-reproduction. Our approach is based on deﬁning a prior probability 
distribution for the constituent quanta of the pre-inﬂationary universe. To test the idea that inﬂation 
can begin under very generic circumstances, we make speciﬁc – yet quite general and well grounded 
– assumptions on the prior distribution. As a result, we are led to the conclusion that the probability 
for a given region to ignite inﬂation at sub-Planckian densities is extremely small. Furthermore, if one 
chooses to use the enormous volume factor that inﬂation yields as an appropriate measure, we ﬁnd that 
the regions of the universe which started inﬂating at densities below the self-reproductive threshold 
nevertheless occupy a negligible physical volume in the present universe as compared to those domains 
that have never inﬂated.
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license 
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). Funded by SCOAP3.1. Introduction
According to the standard lore, inﬂation is capable of producing 
the entire observable universe from a small homogeneous domain 
[1–3]. If one postulates the inﬂating universe to emerge from the 
space–time foam at the Planck scale, as happens in a number of 
scenarios, then it is unclear how to discuss the likelihood of this 
process. However, in scenarios in which it is reasonable to con-
sider the non-inﬂating universe at sub-Planckian energies, we may 
investigate the circumstances under which it is likely for the uni-
verse to become dominated by inﬂating patches.
This question has prompted a great deal of effort devoted to 
understanding the question of initial conditions [4–22]. While it 
is possible that homogeneous domains capable of seeding inﬂa-
tion may be rare in the early universe, it is often argued that the 
exponential increase in volume that occurs during the inﬂation-
ary phase may nevertheless result in the physical volume of the 
late time universe being dominated by patches that underwent in-
ﬂation. Moreover, if self-reproduction – eternal inﬂation – occurs, 
then most of the universe would be inﬂating even today [6,23], 
although there remain open questions about this interesting possi-
bility [24,25].
In this letter, we would like to take a different approach to the 
problem of quantifying the likelihood of slow-roll inﬂation with-
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SCOAP3.out appealing to the tantalizing idea of eternal inﬂation. Inspired 
by the recently proposed corpuscular description of the inﬂation-
ary background [24,26], we propose describing the pre-inﬂationary 
universe as a collection of quanta with a certain probability dis-
tribution for their wavelengths. As we shall see, this provides 
considerable constraints on the initial conditions problem of in-
ﬂation.
The purpose of this work is not to give an account for the ori-
gin of the universe; in fact, we are agnostic about this. Instead, we 
are simply investigating the idea that inﬂation may begin under 
very generic circumstances under a set of favorable assumptions 
about the early universe. In this sense, this work is in the spirit 
of [10], but approaches the question from the particle physics per-
spective rather than the general relativistic one. We carry this out 
by estimating the upper bound on the probability for a given re-
gion in the early universe to begin inﬂating, assuming that certain 
conditions are met. In particular, our main assumption is that, in a 
smooth region at sub-Planckian energy density, most of the quanta 
are expected to have momenta comparable to the energy scale that 
sets the local energy density. We then use this bound to ﬁnd out 
whether most of the physical volume of the late time universe 
could have originated from inﬂation, assuming that inﬂated do-
mains are rewarded by the exponential volume factor relative to 
the non-inﬂated ones.
We also emphasize that this work is not an attempt to solve the 
cosmological measure problem or to promote one proposed mea-
sure over any others. We are interested in the question of how  under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). Funded by 
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culable regime) universe, with our assumptions. We could imagine 
that, when all the relevant physics is understood, and the mea-
sure problem solved, it could be that the conditional probability 
– given that we observe a universe like ours today, what is the 
likelihood that it arose from a previously inﬂating patch – is dom-
inated by these inﬂated patches. We certainly are not in a position 
to rule this out. But this is, however, a question we do not know 
how to answer. We nevertheless think the question we are an-
swering is interesting. Here rather, we merely assume the globally 
deﬁned volume measure, since it a particularly simple one and is 
frequently invoked in favor of inﬂation. One could, in principle, 
carry out a similar analysis to the one here for any other choice 
of measure should one wish.
2. The puzzle
We will phrase the question we wish to address in the context 
of the simplest model of inﬂation, focusing on a single massive 
scalar ﬁeld, without self-interactions, minimally coupled to gravity, 
and ignoring all but gravitational and inﬂaton degrees of freedom. 
The action is therefore
S =
∫
d4x
√−g
(
M2pl
2
R − 1
2
gμν∂μϕ∂νϕ − 1
2
m2ϕ2
)
, (2.1)
where we have deﬁned the reduced Planck mass via Newton’s con-
stant GN by 8πGN = M−2pl , and we require Mpl  M m, with M
denoting the scale of inﬂation.
In order to seed inﬂation, the scalar ﬁeld must assume an ap-
proximately homogeneous background form ϕ(t) at least over few 
Hubble distances, where the Hubble scale is related to the energy 
density stored in the inﬂaton through the Friedmann equation
H2 = ρ
3M2pl
. (2.2)
The question we would like to ask is whether it is natural to have 
such a homogeneous background value of the inﬂaton over the 
Hubble patch.
Our approach is to consider the background as a superposition 
of modes of given wavelengths. In this language, the requirement 
that the background be homogeneous over a Hubble patch im-
plies that the constituent quanta have super-horizon wavelengths. 
As a result, the puzzle can be formulated as follows. In order 
to start inﬂation at the energy scale M ≡ ρ1/4  Mpl, the corre-
sponding Hubble patch must be ﬁlled with modes of characteristic 
wavenumber k < H . On the other hand, this appears to be puz-
zling since it is unclear why a given mode would be much softer 
than the scale M that sets the local energy density. Furthermore, 
inﬂation lasts as long as the slow-roll condition is satisﬁed
m2
3H2
 1 . (2.3)
Consequently, we must require a hierarchy m  H  M for ac-
celerated expansion. This means that most regions at such a high 
energy density may be dominated by sub-horizon modes. In other 
words, it may be more natural to assume that a given patch of size 
H−1 at energy density ρ = M4 is behaving as a radiation domi-
nated universe rather than an inﬂating one. Once modes start out 
with sub-horizon wavelengths, driving decelerated expansion, they 
will never be able to exit the horizon.
The following remark is in order here. Sometimes it is argued 
that even if the energy stored in super-horizon modes is subdom-
inant at the beginning, it may become relevant in time. This could happen since the amplitude of these modes is frozen, while sub-
horizon modes decay. However, those quanta that are nearly of the 
horizon scale will soon reenter the horizon and will themselves 
decay. As for the modes that are much longer than the curva-
ture scale, their homogeneity will be spoiled quickly, unless the 
background is ﬁne-tuned to be homogeneous over distances longer 
than their wavelength. This is an important point and its more de-
tailed analysis will be presented elsewhere.
Notice that if M were of order of Mpl then H , M and Mpl would 
all be of the same order, and that therefore, in this case, homo-
geneity over the Hubble patch is not as unnatural as it might be at 
sub-Planckian energies.
The goal of the remainder of this paper is to quantify the above 
mentioned unnaturalness.
3. Estimating probabilities
Let us consider the theory (2.1) of gravitons and inﬂatons only. 
The pre-inﬂationary state of the universe can be characterized in 
many different ways, but we would like to think of it in terms of 
the constituent quanta. Clearly, in the quantum world, all degrees 
of freedom need to be quantized. Moreover, the state needs to be 
consistent with quantum constraints of General Relativity. In order 
to simplify the analysis, we make a mitigating assumption about 
gravitons; namely, given that inﬂatons are in the desired state, we 
assume the quantum state of gravitons to be ﬁxed by constrains 
in a way that prefers the beginning of inﬂation. Independently of 
what was happening before inﬂation, which we assume to start at 
a scale M  Mpl, the pre-inﬂationary processes should have pro-
vided us with a region ﬁlled with ϕ-quanta. Otherwise, the region 
in question would not have the potential to inﬂate.
In order for a given region of size  to inﬂate, the energy 
density of ϕ-quanta with wavelength λ >  must be suﬃcient to 
source a curvature H2 ≥ −2. This sets a lower bound on the num-
ber of long modes in the region under consideration. In particular, 
if we denote the average wavenumber as 〈k〉, then the total en-
ergy density of N such quanta reduces to N〈k〉/3. As a result, the 
expression for the curvature sourced by the long modes becomes
H2 = N〈k〉
33M2pl
. (3.1)
Therefore, the critical number of ϕ-quanta necessary to drive in-
ﬂation in a region of size  is given by
N ≥ Nc ≡
3M2pl
〈k〉 . (3.2)
To estimate the probability of inﬂation we need to be more spe-
ciﬁc about the initial state. In order to challenge the idea that 
inﬂation can begin eﬃciently under very generic circumstances, 
we assume that the most likely momentum of a given particle 
is comparable to the energy scale that sets the local energy den-
sity. Moreover, we assume that the probability for a mode to be 
much softer than this energy scale is signiﬁcantly smaller than 
unity. The validity of this assumption depends on the production 
mechanism of ϕ-quanta. For instance, we could think of the modes 
in question as the byproduct of the processes with sub-Planckian 
momentum transfer. In this case, we would expect them to have 
momenta comparable to the energy scale at which they were pro-
duced. Therefore, we propose to consider the wavenumber of a 
mode to be given by a normalized probability distribution f (k), 
with the following properties
1. f (0) = 0. This assumption is not vital for our argument, as we 
already mentioned above, all we really need to assume is that 
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the probability for producing ultra-soft modes at high energies 
is small.
2. f (k) depends on a single energy scale 〈E〉 determined by the 
local energy density via ρ ≡ 〈E〉4.
3. f (k) has a single maximum around k ∼ 〈E〉 ≡ ρ1/4.
A sketch of the distribution function we have in mind is given 
in Fig. 1. It should be noted that Planck’s law for black body ra-
diation is a particular case of the general distribution we consider 
here.
According to the properties of f (k), the probability for a given 
particle to have a wavenumber k ≤ −1 is given by
psoft =
−1∫
0
dkf (k) . (3.3)
It follows from 〈E〉  H that this expression is sensitive to the low 
k limit of f (k)
lim
k/〈E〉→0
f (k) ∝ k
α−1
〈E〉α , (3.4)
with α > 1, resulting in
psoft ∝ (〈E〉)−α  1 . (3.5)
While the constraints on the distribution function we have as-
sumed are particularly convenient for us to work with, it is likely 
that they could be relaxed without qualitatively changing our con-
clusion, as long as we ensure that psoft  1.
We now establish the fraction of quanta that we require to be 
soft in order to launch inﬂation. As we have already mentioned 
above, the total energy in modes with k < −1 must be much 
larger than that in modes with k > −1. We proceed by noticing 
that the mean momentum for the super- and sub- modes are, 
respectively, given by
〈k〉k>1 =
∫ 1/
0 dkkf (k)∫ 1/
0 dkf (k)
∼ −1,
〈k〉k<1 =
∫ 〈E〉
1/ dkkf (k)∫ 〈E〉
1/ dkf (k)
∼ 〈E〉 . (3.6)
Requiring Nk>1/  Nk<1〈E〉 and that the curvature radius be 
smaller than , we obtain that the number of short modes must 
satisfy
Nk<1  Nk>1√
Mpl
. (3.7)
Again, the region in question may inﬂate if it contains a suﬃ-
cient number of quanta and if a signiﬁcant fraction (3.7) of these quanta are longer than the size of the region. However, the bound 
(3.7) is so tight that we can simply demand that all the modes be 
long, making a negligible error in the ﬁnal answer while simplify-
ing the discussion.
As a result, we proceed by computing the probability of inﬂa-
tion as
Pinf (H) = PN · pNsoft . (3.8)
Here N denotes the number of modes of wavelength longer than 
 needed in order to drive inﬂation in a region of size  with the 
curvature scale H . In (3.8), PN stands for the probability that the 
region in question contains a number N of ϕ-quanta, and pNsoft is 
the probability that all of these quanta have wavelengths larger 
than the size of the region. Notice that psoft is determined by the 
local characteristics of the region at hand and is independent of 
the global properties of the universe. The ﬁrst factor of (3.8), on 
the other hand, is determined by the distribution function of the 
entire universe.1 In the appendix we will consider the example of 
a special initial state for which we will be able to quantify PN .
In order to establish an upper bound on Pinf , let us overesti-
mate it in favor of inﬂation occurring. For this, notice that PN < 1
which leads to
Pinf (H) < pNsoft . (3.9)
Taking into account (3.6), the expressions for the curvature (3.1)
and the critical number (3.2) reduce to
H2 = N
34M2pl
, N ≥ Nc ≡ 3M2pl2 , (3.10)
and using (3.5), (3.9) this can be recast as
Pinf (N ≥ Nc) < (〈E〉)−αN . (3.11)
This expression may be further simpliﬁed. To do this, let us remind 
ourselves that 〈E〉 is the expected energy of the mode, which is de-
termined in terms of the local energy density. If we have N quanta 
in a region of size , then 〈E〉 can be determined as follows
N〈E〉
3
= 〈E〉4 ⇒ 〈E〉 = N
1/3

. (3.12)
As a result we obtain the following bound on the probability of 
inﬂation
Pinf (N ≥ Nc) < N−αN/3 . (3.13)
Notice that, since N  1, Pinf is exponentially small. Therefore, at 
the onset of inﬂation the homogeneous regions capable of seeding 
accelerated expansion are extremely rare.
However, the fact that the probability for a given region to 
inﬂate is exponentially small is not necessarily problematic. Con-
sidering that the regions that do inﬂate are stretched over the 
exponentially larger physical volume, the universe could be still 
dominated by inﬂated regions after reheating.
To be more speciﬁc, the physical volume of a region at the end 
of inﬂation V f is related to the initial volume Vi by
V f = Vie3N . (3.14)
1 In order to explain what we mean under this, let us imagine a large room ﬁlled 
with air. Then the probability of ﬁnding a certain number of air molecules in a small 
volume inside the room depends, for instance, on a total number of molecules in 
the room.
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inﬂation to the end. Therefore, the necessary condition for the uni-
verse to become dominated by inﬂated patches at late times is 
given by
Pinf e3N > 1 . (3.15)
Assuming α/3 ∼ 1 and lnN  1 in (3.13), it is easy to see that for 
(3.15) we need
N > N . (3.16)
For the model under consideration, this inequality implies the fol-
lowing bound on the energy density
ρ > M3plm . (3.17)
Interestingly, this bound coincides with the scale of eternal inﬂa-
tion for the m2ϕ2 model. Therefore, domains that started inﬂating 
below the self-reproduction threshold occupy a negligible volume 
compared to those domains that never inﬂated.
We would like to point out that according to [24], the maxi-
mum number of e-folds, after which the semi-classical description 
is expected to break down, satisﬁes
Nmax < N2/3 . (3.18)
Comparing this to our result (3.16) we see that requiring that we 
remain in the semi-classical regime conﬂicts with the requirement 
that the universe be dominated by inﬂated patches at late times.
Note that our derivation of (3.16) is insensitive to the precise 
shape of the potential. Therefore, it is straightforward to deduce 
the implications of (3.16) for different models of slow-roll inﬂation. 
For instance, for the generic power-low potential, the condition 
(3.16) can be converted into the following statement about the ini-
tial value of the inﬂaton
ϕ >
M2pl
H
. (3.19)
Taking into account that for power-low inﬂation the classical dis-
placement of the scalar ﬁeld during a Hubble time 
ϕcl ∼ M2pl/ϕ
and that the amplitude of the quantum ﬂuctuations 
ϕq ∼ H , it is 
easy to see that (3.19) implies

ϕq > 
ϕcl . (3.20)
Therefore, in case of the power-law inﬂation we reach the same 
conclusion as we have for the m2ϕ2 model.
The situation should not be expected to be any better for 
plateau-like potentials; since the ﬂatter the potential is, the lower 
the energy scale at which the universe might enter the regime of 
self-reproduction. To illustrate, we consider the Starobinsky model 
[27], for which the potential takes the following well known form
U = 4
(
1− e−ϕ/ f
)2
. (3.21)
Here  and f are parameters with dimensions of mass. The phe-
nomenologically interesting case corresponds to the inﬂation hap-
pening on the plateau, which means for ϕ > f ; hence  sets the 
energy scale of inﬂation. Moreover, it is important for the pri-
mordial perturbations to be produced in the semi-classical (not 
eternally inﬂating) regime, and therefore the value of the scalar 
ﬁeld at which the system enters the self-reproducing regime has 
to be greater than f . This imposes the following condition on the 
parameters
2 f  M3 . (3.22)plCompliance with (3.16) in the classical slow-roll regime, on the 
other hand, requires 2 f > M3pl. As a result, we conclude that in-
ﬂation in plateau-like potentials faces the same diﬃculty as power-
low inﬂation.
We conclude this section by pointing out a few caveats. The 
central expression of our work is (3.9). Therefore, the likelihood of 
inﬂation is determined by the magnitude of psoft. So far we have 
ignored condensation effects, since we have been demanding the 
modes have super-horizon wavelengths. Instead, we might won-
der whether modes need to be just soft enough that they overlap 
signiﬁcantly. For this to be true, the characteristic wavelength of 
quanta must be much longer than the inter-particle separation. If k
denotes the wavenumber of quanta and 〈E〉−1 is the inter-particle 
separation given by (3.6), this implies
k  〈E〉 . (3.23)
In thermodynamic terms this means that the temperature T must 
be signiﬁcantly lower than the critical temperature. Moreover, the 
quanta in the condensate will carry energy comparable to m, 
which is the smallest energy scale at hand. Therefore, in order for 
the energy stored in the condensate to dominate over the energy 
of the normal component, it is necessary that, as given in (3.23), 
k  〈E〉 and not merely that k < 〈E〉.
However, in order for condensation to take place, it is neces-
sary that the domain in question be in equilibrium, which could 
be achieved if the rate of interactions is greater than the rate 
of cosmological evolution. Unsurprisingly, this is quite diﬃcult to 
achieve, since gravitational interactions are weak at sub-Planckian 
energies. In fact, it follows from a simple estimate that the uni-
verse is expected to be out of equilibrium on average. However, 
a region ﬁlled with quanta of the characteristic wavenumber k
could reach equilibrium if (3.23) is satisﬁed.
As a result, we are once again led to psoft  1. Therefore, a 
good estimate for the bound on the probability of inﬂation is
Pinf < e−N , (3.24)
which is precisely what we used to argue (3.16).
4. Conclusions
The initial conditions question of inﬂation is an important com-
ponent of understanding the extent to which the paradigm solves 
the problems of the standard big bang cosmology.
In this paper we have approached the initial conditions problem 
in a new way, inspired by the recently proposed corpuscular de-
scription of the inﬂationary background [24,26]. We have proposed 
describing the pre-inﬂationary universe as a collection of quanta, 
and have rephrased the usual issues as questions about the prob-
ability distribution of the wavelengths of these quanta. We have 
shown that seemingly reasonable assumptions about this probabil-
ity distribution result in the exponentially small probability for the 
beginning of inﬂation. Even after taking into account the exponen-
tial volume factor that inﬂation yields, we ﬁnd that those regions 
that started inﬂating below the self-reproduction threshold occupy 
a negligible volume in the present universe as compared to the 
regions that have never inﬂated. Therefore, the problem of initial 
conditions cannot be solved by modifying the potential in such a 
way that the Planckian densities are reached without ever entering 
the self-reproduction regime. We would like to stress that although 
we have focused on m2ϕ2 model, we believe that the modiﬁcation 
of the potential should not change our conclusion about slow-roll 
inﬂation, unless signiﬁcant ﬁne-tuning is involved. False-vacuum 
inﬂation, however, may require a separate study.
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under the assumptions we have laid out, and that special arrange-
ments of the initial conditions are required.
In this work we have explicitly taken the conservative view-
point of addressing the question of initial conditions without refer-
ring to eternal inﬂation. It is possible that eternal inﬂation might 
ameliorate any such problems, allowing for the probability that a 
given FRW-like patch of the late universe arose from inﬂation to be 
arbitrarily close to unity. In order to clarify this point, imagine that 
the universe starts out deep in the self-reproductive regime. Let us 
further assume that it is possible to deﬁne a space-like surface, 
throughout the universe, on which eternal inﬂation has ended. We 
could ask whether, at this event, the universe is homogeneous 
enough to seed the slow-roll inﬂation eﬃciently. If we trust the 
standard picture, it should not be surprising that the inﬂaton will 
assume the homogeneous proﬁle over the majority of the Hub-
ble patches. Consequently, our assumptions about the initial state 
would be invalid if applied to this space-like hyper-surface. How-
ever, eternal inﬂation may not take place in a given model, and 
there remain open questions about the general idea, with a num-
ber of authors raising arguments [24,25] that complicate the stan-
dard picture. Therefore, it is vital to have a full understanding of 
the dynamics of the self-reproduction, before we appeal to it to 
resolve the initial conditions problem.
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Appendix A. Modeling the initial state of the entire universe
In this appendix, we give a speciﬁc special example of how we 
might model the initial state of the entire universe. The state we 
consider here shares some similarities with the one used in Sec-
tion 3, but there are signiﬁcant differences as well.
Let us consider a gas of φ-particles with the following proper-
ties at energy scale M:
i) The wavenumber of a particle is given by a normalized prob-
ability distribution f (k), which peaks around k = M and van-
ishes for k = 0.
ii) The number density of particles is uniformly distributed 
throughout the inﬁnite volume of the universe. In other words, 
we assume translation invariance is unbroken.
Notice that here, the expectation value of a wavenumber of a 
given mode is assumed to be of order M , regardless of the local 
environment. This is the point that distinguishes this state from 
the one considered in Section 3. There, the expected momentum 
depended on how densely packed a region was.
On average, a universe which satisﬁes these conditions will be 
ﬁlled with relativistic quanta and will have a characteristic Hubble 
scale
H = M
2
Mpl
. (A.1)
In order to regularize the inﬁnite volume we consider a box of size 
L  H−1, containing a ﬁxed number of particlesNL = M3L3 , (A.2)
keeping in mind that we eventually intend to take the L → ∞
limit.
Now, we can use the probability distribution speciﬁed above to 
compute the probability of inﬂation at any scale. For deﬁniteness, 
let us compute the probability for a given region to start inﬂating 
at energy density ρ = M4 and thus with the Hubble scale (A.1). 
In other words, the question we would like to ask is what is the 
probability for a given box of volume H−3, located inside a box 
of size L, to be suﬃciently homogeneous to seed inﬂation? The 
probability for a given particle to be located inside a box of size 
H−1 is
p1 = 1
H3L3
, (A.3)
and the probability of having a number NH of φ-particles inside a 
given Hubble volume is given by the binomial distribution
PNH =
NL !
NH !(NL − NH )! p
NH
1 (1− p1)NL−NH . (A.4)
Notice that in the L → ∞ limit, N → ∞ and NL p1 = M3/H3 is 
ﬁxed. As a result, in the limit of the inﬁnite universe, the binomial 
distribution converges to the Poisson distribution
PNH =
(M/H)3NH
NH ! e
−(M/H)3 . (A.5)
Further, since we are working in the M  Mpl limit, we have 
M/H  1 and the above probability distribution can then be ap-
proximated by the normal distribution
PNH =
1
σ
√
2π
e
− (NH−σ )2
2σ2 , (A.6)
with σ 2 ≡ (M/H)3.
In order for the Hubble patch to begin inﬂating, it is necessary 
for it to be suﬃciently homogeneous. In particular, most of the 
energy inside the box should come from particles of wavenum-
ber k ≤ H ; moreover, the energy density of these long wavelength 
particles should be at least ρ = M4 in order to yield a curvature 
radius at most H−1.
According to property (i), the probability for a given particle to 
have a wavenumber smaller than H is given by
psoft =
H∫
0
dkf (k) . (A.7)
As before, it follows from M  H that the probability for a given 
particle to have a wavenumber k ≤ H is sensitive to the low k limit 
of f (k)
lim
k/M→0
f (k) ∝ k
α−1
Mα
, (A.8)
with α > 1. Notice that we assume vanishing probability for having 
strictly k = 0 modes.
Now, let us establish the critical number of particles suﬃcient 
to launch inﬂation. As we have already mentioned above, the en-
ergy density in the modes with k < H must be at least M4. To cal-
culate this critical number we must ﬁnd the mean momentum for 
the super-horizon modes
〈k〉H =
∫ H
0 dkkf (k)∫ H dkf (k) ∼ H . (A.9)0
430 L. Berezhiani, M. Trodden / Physics Letters B 749 (2015) 425–430Hence, for the critical number we obtain NcH4 = M4, which gives
Nc = M
4
H4
. (A.10)
In analogy with Section 3, let us demand that the Hubble patch 
under consideration is absolutely homogeneous, i.e. that all the 
modes inside are longer than the curvature radius. Then the prob-
ability for a given region to be homogeneous enough to seed inﬂa-
tion is given by
Pinf = PNH pNHsoft . (A.11)
Furthermore, in order for inﬂation even to begin we need NH > Nc , 
as we have already mentioned above. It is easy to see that this 
probability is extremely suppressed, just as in Section 3. In fact, all 
the conclusions of Section 3 hold here as well.
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